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Investment Outlook: Late-cyclical phase is still sustainable

In line with our expectations, financial markets have been turbulent so far during 2018. The question is
whether this is a first step towards a successively more defensive attitude, or much-needed profit-taking
during a continued positive trend. Late-cyclical drivers such as strong labour markets and rising capital
spending suggest continued healthy growth both this year and next. Political events will cause concerns
but probably not hamper growth. In our view, the fundamental outlook remains bright.
So far during 2018, we have been moderately overweight in risk assets, such as equities and corporate
bonds. We stick to this position for the time being.
“Given the combination of a global capital spending cycle that is fairly young and a healthy, broad-based
growth rate, we believe that both the economic cycle and the earnings cycle will last longer than many
observers are expecting. It would thus be too cautious to recommend a clearly defensive portfolio today,
but the late-cyclical phase we are in − combined with higher expected volatility − suggest that we will
have more varied risk exposure ahead,” says Fredrik Öberg, Chief Investment Officer, SEB Private
Banking.
One way of allocating risks is to find areas with their own structural driving forces that do not follow the
global economic cycle. The Indian economy is one such example, since it is undergoing a transformation
with its own underlying drivers. India is now the world’s fastest-growing economy of significant size. This
issue of Investment Outlook includes a theme article in which we present our view of the outlook for India
and its capital market, which we believe is bright.
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SEB is a leading Nordic financial services group with a strong belief that entrepreneurial minds and innovative companies are key in
creating a better world. SEB takes a long-term perspective and supports its customers in good times and bad. In Sweden and the
Baltic countries, SEB offers financial advice and a wide range of financial services. In Denmark, Finland, Norway, Germany and UK
the bank's operations have a strong focus on corporate and investment banking based on a full-service offering to corporate and
institutional clients. The international nature of SEB's business is reflected in its presence in some 20 countries worldwide. On
March 31, 2018, the Group's total assets amounted to SEK 2,903 billion while its assets under management totalled SEK 1,854
billion. The Group has around 15,000 employees. Read more about SEB at http://www.sebgroup.com.
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